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a b s t r a c t
Certain cardiovascular measures allow for distinction between sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous
system activity. Applied during listening, these measures may provide a novel and complementary insight into listening effort. To date, few studies have implemented cardiovascular measures of listening
effort and seldom have these included hearing-impaired participants. These studies have generally measured changes in cardiovascular parameters while manipulating environmental factors, such as listening
diﬃculty. Yet, listening effort is also known to be moderated by individual factors, including the importance of performing successfully. In this study, we aimed to manipulate success importance by adding
observers to the traditional laboratory set-up. Twenty-nine hearing-impaired participants performed a
speech reception task both alone and in the presence of two observers. Auditory stimuli consisted of
Danish Hearing in Noise Test (HINT) sentences masked by four-talker babble. Sentences were delivered
at two individually adapted signal-to-noise ratios, corresponding to 50 and 80% of sentences correct. We
measured change scores, relative to baseline, of pre-ejection period, two indices of heart rate variability, heart rate and blood pressure (systolic, diastolic, and mean arterial pressure). After each condition,
participants rated their effort investment, stress, tendency to give up and preference to change the situation to improve audibility. A multivariate analysis revealed that cardiovascular reactivity increased in the
presence of the observers, compared to when the task was performed alone. More speciﬁcally, systolic,
diastolic, and mean arterial blood pressure increased while observed. Interestingly, participants’ subjective ratings were sensitive only to intelligibility level, not the observation state. This study was the ﬁrst to
report results from a range of different cardiovascular variables measured from hearing-impaired participants during a speech reception task. Due to the timing of the observers’ presence, we were not able to
conclusively attribute these physiological changes to being task related. Therefore, instead of representing listening effort, we suggest that the increased cardiovascular response detected during observation
reveals increased physiological stress associated with potential evaluation.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)

Introduction
Listening effort, or the “mental effort that occurs when a task
involves listening” (Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016, p. 11S), has gained
momentum in recent years as an important topic within hearing
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research. Driving this momentum is the knowledge that individuals with hearing impairment, even with adequately ﬁtted ampliﬁcation, expend more effort during day-to-day listening than their
normal-hearing peers (Alhanbali et al., 2017; Ohlenforst, Zekveld,
Jansma, et al., 2017). This disproportionate effort investment stems
from the cognitive processing required to decipher a degraded auditory signal (McCoy et al., 2005; Rönnberg et al., 2008). In the
long-term, the prolonged, effortful nature of listening with hearing loss is suspected to have negative health consequences, such
as fatigue and stress (Bess & Hornsby, 2014; Hasson et al., 2011;
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Nachtegaal et al., 2009). Excessive listening effort may also cause
hearing-impaired individuals to withdraw from social situations
(Holman et al., 2019) and thus contribute to their higher risk of social isolation and loneliness (Shukla et al., 2020). Despite its clear
importance, listening effort is not currently accounted for during
clinical audiology appointments. The topic warrants further investigation, to deepen our understanding of the cognitive and physiological processes underlying different aspects of listening effort
and mediate the negative consequences for those with hearing impairment (McGarrigle et al., 2014).
To study listening effort in the laboratory setting, a body of
work has focussed on manipulating the acoustic properties of
listening tasks. For instance, researchers have varied the signalto-noise ratio, the talker pace, level of reverberation and the
type of masking noise presented during speech reception tasks
(Mackersie & Calderon-Moultrie, 2016; Ohlenforst et al., 2018;
Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016; Picou et al., 2019). Beyond the quality of
the acoustic signal, the effort invested in a task is also moderated
by how important it is for the listener to successfully complete the
task (Brehm & Self, 1989; Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016; Richter, 2016).
Attempts to manipulate this “success importance” experimentally
have often involved performance-dependent monetary reward, as
an incentive to be successful at completing the task. For instance,
Richter (2016) demonstrated that during a demanding tone discrimination task, a high reward level was required to motivate participants to invest effort (shown by a shortened pre-ejection period (PEP), see details in section 1.2.1), whereas the reward had no
signiﬁcant effect at the easy condition. Another study presenting
a speech-in-noise task showed that participants invested more effort, as shown by an increased peak pupil dilation, when a higher
reward was offered (Koelewijn et al., 2018).

was found between the different task demands (recall or comprehension) or the evaluation conditions. The lack of an effect of
evaluation is surprising, because the mere presence of observers
during non-auditory tasks has previously been effectively reﬂected
in a decrease in HRV, an increase in heart rate, a shortened PEP
(Bosch et al., 2009), and an increase in blood pressure (Gendolla
& Richter, 2006). Building upon the literature presented here, a
primary aim of the present work was to manipulate success importance in a more ecologically valid way by adding two physically present observers to the traditional laboratory speech reception task.
Quantifying listening effort
Measures of listening effort can be split into three general
categories: behavioural, self-report and physiological measures
(McGarrigle et al., 2014; Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016). Behavioural
measures include single and multi-tasking paradigms, where recall ability, reaction time or performance accuracy on a task are
thought to reﬂect the amount of effort investment (Hällgren et al.,
2001; McGarrigle et al., 2014; Strand et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2016).
Such measures are beyond the scope of this paper and will not
be discussed further here. Self-reported listening effort involves
the participant reporting their perception of their listening effort
investment. This typically is in the format of a closed set questionnaire or rating scale (Alhanbali et al., 2017). The clear beneﬁt of the subjective rating approach is that it reveals the participant’s conscious awareness of their listening experience (Francis &
Love, 2020), which is likely to closely relate to the diﬃculties reported to audiologists in clinic. The disadvantage of such scales is
susceptibility to subjectivity, as people have different perceptions
of effort and different internal ‘effort’ scales (Moore & Picou, 2018).
Physiological measures will be discussed below.
Listening effort has been quantiﬁed using a range of physiological correlates of autonomic nervous system (ANS) activity, including pupil diameter, skin conductance and various heart-related
parameters (McGarrigle et al., 2014; Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016;
Zekveld & Kramer, 2014). The basis for measuring from such seemingly disparate organs is that mental effort—similar to other cognitive states and processes, including stress and emotional regulation
(Levenson, 2014; Ziegler, 2012)—is accompanied by ANS activation,
which can be detected by measuring changes in various organs or
systems (Kahneman, 1973). By applying such measures during listening tasks, researchers have attempted to measure effort investment and thus better understand the cognitive processes occurring
during listening.
It is of growing interest to disentangle the contributions arising from the two branches of the ANS, the sympathetic (SNS) and
parasympathetic nervous systems (PNS), during effort investment.
The SNS is responsible for “ﬁght and ﬂight”, preparing the body for
action, whereas the PNS is responsible for “rest and digest”, allowing the body to restore and repair (Lovallo, 2005; McCorry, 2007).
These two branches of the ANS interact in a complex, and not always inversely related (Berntson et al., 1991), balance to maintain
homeostasis (McCorry, 2007). The response of the body to mental
effort investment appears to be similar to that which occurs during physical effort (McArdle et al., 2010): Greater effort investment
is reﬂected in an increase in SNS activity (Wright, 1996) and/or a
withdrawal of PNS activity (Mackersie & Calderon-Moultrie, 2016).
By measuring changes in the two branches of the nervous system we can learn more about the underlying cognitive processes
and emotional stress associated with hearing diﬃculties and hearing loss. Furthermore, a deeper knowledge of which ANS branch
responds to effort-related manipulations will allow researchers to
select and apply the most sensitive measures in future listening
effort studies. Finally, in addition to providing information about

Social observation during listening
In real life communication situations, rather than from monetary reward, the importance of successful listening arises more
commonly from social relationships, expectations, and constructs.
Depending on the content of the message being conveyed, or the
relationship to the speaker, for example, one might be motivated
to listen, even in very demanding auditory conditions. To this end,
some studies have recently included manipulations of social factors
during listening. For example, Zekveld’s participants received both
verbal and visual feedback that suggested they were performing
a speech perception task below the expected level (Zekveld et al.,
2019). They were encouraged by the experimenter to “please try
harder”. This explicit evaluation resulted in an increase in peak
pupil dilation at two different intelligibility levels for both normalhearing and hearing-impaired participants, compared to when no
feedback was given. In another study, normal-hearing participants
performed a speech-in-noise task concurrently with another participant. Simply the presence of another participant in the same
room led to an increase in peak pupil dilation, compared to when
the participant performed the task alone (Pielage et al., 2021).
Manipulations of social factors have also been applied during a listening effort study measuring cardiovascular responses,
namely heart rate variability (see section 1.2.1). Mackersie and
Kearney (2017) recruited hearing-impaired participants who listened to a narrative and either had to recall parts of the narrative or answer comprehension questions based upon it. This task
was performed under two evaluative conditions: high or low. During the high evaluation condition, participants were recorded using a video camera, and were told that a panel of experts would
review the footage and evaluate their performance. During the low
evaluation condition, no video camera was present. Compared to
baseline, all task conditions elicited a reduction in heart rate variability (HRV) relative to baseline, but surprisingly, no difference
2
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transient processes, changes in SNS and PNS activity also provide
an important association to longer term, chronic conditions such
as chronic stress associated with noise (Francis et al., 2016).
One commonly applied measure of listening effort is the
baseline-corrected peak pupil dilation, which has been shown to
increase during greater effort investment (Zekveld et al., 2018). The
pupil size is controlled by a complex interaction of SNS and PNS
ANS activity (Kahneman, 1973; Loewenfeld & Lowenstein, 1999).
The relative inﬂuences of the SNS and PNS on the pupil size depend on a range of factors, including environmental factors, such
as illumination, and individual factors, such as arousal and fatigue
(Hopstaken et al., 2015; McGarrigle et al., 2017; Steinhauer et al.,
2004; Wang et al., 2018; Zekveld et al., 2018). For this reason, it
can be diﬃcult to elucidate whether changes to pupil diameter are
a result of variations in SNS or PNS activity. Additional measures
that provide insight into the individual branches of the ANS are
needed.

For example, Seeman and Sims (2015) measured the standard deviation of normal-to-normal heart beat intervals (a time domain
HRV method) during two different listening tasks: a speech-innoise task and a diotic-dichotic task. The diotic-dichotic task involved recall of digits presented in three different conﬁgurations:
(1) a single digit presented diotically; (2) a different, single digit
presented to each ear; and (3) two different digits presented to
each ear. Task demand was assumed to increase with increasing
number of digits recalled. The authors demonstrated a reduction in
HRV with increasing diﬃculty of both tasks. However, this index of
HRV reﬂects contributions from both the PNS and SNS, not purely
the PNS, hindering the interpretation about contributions from the
two branches of the ANS. Similarly, the HRV indices applied in a
study by Cvijanović et al., (2017), the low frequency power and
the ratio of low/high frequency power, reﬂect contributions arising from both the PNS and SNS. Cvijanović’s participants performed
collaborative communication tasks with varying background noise
levels. No signiﬁcant differences in HRV were elicited across three
demand levels (no background noise, at 6dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and -6dB SNR). The ﬁnal study involving only normalhearing participants applied a speech-in-noise task at different
talker rates (Mackersie & Calderon-Moultrie, 2016). Mackersie and
Calderon-Moultrie (2016) demonstrated a decrease in HF-HRV at
a faster talker rate, compared to a slower talker rate. These results
revealed a reduction or withdrawal of PNS activity during the more
challenging listening condition compared to at the easier condition.
One listening effort study measured HRV of both normalhearing and hearing-impaired participants (Mackersie et al., 2015).
Participants performed a speech-in-noise task, with adjusted
SNRs for the two groups, to allow comparison between them.
The hearing-impaired participants replicated the pattern reported
above: the more challenging conditions (i.e. lower SNR) resulted
in a signiﬁcant decrease in HRV (HF-HRV), suggesting a withdrawal of PNS activity. Interestingly, the normal-hearing participants were not sensitive to this effect, showing no signiﬁcant
changes in HRV (HF-HRV), despite performance being adaptively
matched in the normal-hearing and hearing-impaired groups. It is
possible that even though performance level was matched, the different acoustical conditions presented to the two groups may have
contributed to the differences demonstrated. This study suggests
that the HRV response to reduced intelligibility level may differ between normal-hearing and hearing-impaired populations. Further
work is needed, especially including hearing-impaired individuals,
to clarify and replicate these ﬁndings.

Cardiovascular measures of listening effort
Of the different physiological parameters that have been associated with effort investment, cardiovascular measurements remain relatively underexplored in the context of listening effort.
This is surprising because certain cardiovascular measures allow
for distinction between the SNS and PNS inﬂuences on the heart
(Berntson et al., 1997; Giuliano et al., 2017; Sherwood et al., 1990).
The few cardiovascular studies of listening effort to date have primarily implemented one of two measures: ﬁrstly, HRV, which, depending on the metric used, is an index of cardiac PNS activity
(Cvijanović et al., 2017; Dorman et al., 2012; Mackersie et al., 2015;
Mackersie & Calderon-Moultrie, 2016; Seeman & Sims, 2015), and
secondly, PEP, which is an index of cardiac SNS activity (Plain et al.,
2020; Richter, 2016). Below, we will introduce HRV and PEP and
summarize the results of the listening effort studies that have applied these measures. Subsequently, other relevant cardiovascular
parameters will be introduced.
Heart rate variability
HRV refers to the natural ﬂuctuation or changeability in the intervals between heart beats (Shaffer & Ginsberg, 2017). A key contributor to HRV is the respiratory sinus arrythmia. Respiratory sinus arrhythmia is the phenomenon whereby breathing affects the
pace of the heart. During inspiration, the inter-beat interval becomes smaller (heart rate increases), whereas during expiration,
the inter-beat interval becomes longer (heart rate slows). This ﬂuctuation in heart beats is mediated by various mechanisms, including respiration-modulated cardiac vagal efferent activity. The vagus nerve provides parasympathetic (inhibitory) innervation to the
sino-atrial node, which is the heart’s internal pacemaker. Respiratory activity inhibits vagal nerve ﬁring during inspiration, but
not during expiration (Shaffer & Venner, 2013). HRV can be assessed using several different methods, including time domain or
frequency domain analysis, amongst others. Two of these methods, the root mean square of successive differences (RMSSD; time
domain) and high-frequency heart rate variability (HF-HRV; frequency domain), are popular measures of HRV as they are thought
to reﬂect predominantly PNS, respiration-modulated activity, as detailed above (Malik et al., 1996; Shaffer & Ginsberg, 2017). A decrease in RMSSD and HF-HRV suggest a withdrawal of PNS activity,
which is associated with effort investment (Byrd et al., 2015; Melis
& van Boxtel, 2007).
HRV has been applied during several listening effort studies (Cvijanović et al., 2017; Mackersie et al., 2015; Mackersie &
Calderon-Moultrie, 2016; Seeman & Sims, 2015). Three studies including only normal-hearing participants will be discussed ﬁrst.

Pre-ejection period
The second cardiovascular measure that has been implemented
to reveal listening effort is PEP. PEP consists of the time period
between the onset of electrical depolarization of the heart’s left
ventricle and the opening of the aortic valve (Newlin & Levenson, 1979; Sherwood et al., 1986, 1990). This time period can
be derived non-invasively, using the electrocardiogram (ECG) and
impedance cardiogram (ICG). More speciﬁcally, PEP refers to the
interval between Q-onset of the ECG and the B-point of the ICG.
This time-interval is of interest as it provides an index of betaadrenergic SNS activity on the heart. The effects of increased betaadrenergic activity on the heart include increased heart rate, electrical conduction, and force of contraction. The force of contraction, in particular, is under mainly SNS control, as demonstrated
by pharmacological studies (Ahmed et al., 1972; Harris et al., 1967).
PEP is inversely related to cardiac contractility, i.e. increased betaadrenergic activity causes the heart to beat with stronger force,
which results in a shorter PEP (Newlin & Levenson, 1979). In this
way, PEP duration is inversely related to effort mobilization: PEP
becomes shorter as effort investment increases, indexing an in3
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crease in SNS activity on the heart (Richter, 2016; Richter et al.,
2008; Wright, 1996).
PEP has been applied in two published listening effort studies, both including normal-hearing individuals. The ﬁrst applied
a tone discrimination task of two diﬃculty levels and with two
reward levels (Richter, 2016). The main aim of the study was to
demonstrate the moderating role of success importance (i.e. the
reward manipulation) on listening effort investment. Participants
were presented two pure tones that were either the same (diﬃcult
to discriminate), differed by 3Hz in frequency (diﬃcult to discriminate) or 20Hz in frequency (easy to discriminate). The participants
were required to specify whether the tones presented were identical in frequency or not. They were informed that by achieving 90%
of trials correct in a block they could earn either a low reward (0.2
CHF) or a high reward (2.0 CHF). Effort was indexed by baseline
corrected PEP scores, PEP reactivity. Richter (2016) revealed that at
the diﬃcult condition, participants required a high reward to motivate them to invest effort, whereas the low reward was not sufﬁciently motivating. The second study implemented PEP during a
speech-in-noise task at six different SNRs and two reward levels
(Plain et al., 2020). The authors found a linear, albeit weak, relationship between SNR and PEP reactivity, such that lower SNRs
were associated with a more negative PEP reactivity, and no measurable impact of reward on PEP was demonstrated. To date, no
studies have measured PEP in hearing-impaired participants, and
no studies have reported the relationship between HRV and PEP
during listening tasks.
Heart rate and blood pressure
Although HRV and PEP provide “pure” metrics of cardiac PNS
and SNS activity, respectively, other measures may also offer useful information about effort investment during listening. Heart rate
and blood pressure rely on contributions from both branches of the
ANS. Heart beats originate at the pacemaker cells in the sinoatrial
node in the heart. The pace of ﬁring of these cells is under both
PNS and SNS inﬂuence and ultimately determines the heart rate.
Increased SNS input to the heart increases heart rate and the contractile force of the heart, which in turn increases cardiac output,
meaning that more blood is ejected from the heart (Gordan et al.,
2015). Consequently, blood pressure increases (Richter et al., 2016).
In contrast, PNS input to the heart’s pacemaker cells results in the
opposite cascade: a decrease in heart rate and subsequently, a decrease in cardiac output and blood pressure.
Despite the more mixed and complex mechanisms underlying heart rate and blood pressure measures, there is evidence
that they may still provide some useful information about listening. For example, a recent study of real-world data from hearing instrument data logging showed an association between heart
rate and both the sound pressure level and signal to noise ratio (Christensen et al., 2020). In addition, a functional nearinfrared spectroscopy study of normal-hearing individuals demonstrated that heart rate changes were mediated by different sound
pressure levels, ranging from near-threshold to comfortably loud
(Shoushtarian et al., 2019). At near-threshold sound pressure levels,
a decrease in heart rate was demonstrated, whereas louder stimuli
resulted in an increase in heart rate.
There is also some evidence from laboratory studies to suggest that heart rate might provide information about listening effort. For example, Richter (2016), also recorded heart rate and
blood pressure in their study of PEP changes during listening
(study design described in section 1.2.1 above). They found that
heart rate followed the hypothesized pattern of results at a statistically signiﬁcant level, conﬁrming that heart rate was highest
in the high demand, high reward condition. However, when applied to blood pressure, the planned contrast did not display this
same relationship to a signiﬁcant degree (Richter, 2016). Beyond
the planned contrast, no additional statistical tests were conducted

to determine if any alternative patterns were present. In another
study, normal-hearing participants performed a dichotic digit test
whereby they repeated digits presented to them at three separate demand levels: easy-demand, with single digits presented
only to one ear, medium-demand, with single digits presented bilaterally and high-demand, with double digits presented bilaterally (Mackersie & Cones, 2011). This study found no statistically
signiﬁcant difference in heart rate across the three demand levels (Mackersie & Cones, 2011). Other studies reporting pulse rate
(a measure of heart rate determined from photoplethysmography)
and heart period (the inverse of heart rate) have also demonstrated
no signiﬁcant differences based upon various manipulations of listening demand (Francis et al., 2016, 2021).
Outside the listening effort literature, studies from the motivational psychophysiological domain have included both heart rate
and blood pressure as dependent variables. Perhaps the most commonly presented has been systolic blood pressure (SBP), which
refers to the maximal pressure in the vascular system during a
heart cycle. SBP has been demonstrated to follow the hypothesized
effort related predictions (Gendolla et al., 2019). Heart rate, diastolic blood pressure (DBP; the minimal pressure in the vascular
system during a cycle) and mean arterial blood pressure (MAP; the
average pressure in the vascular system during a cycle) have also
been applied and reported as dependent variables corresponding
to effort (Gendolla & Richter, 2006; Nolte et al., 2008).
Aims and hypotheses
Relatively few papers have reported results of cardiovascular
listening effort parameters in hearing-impaired groups and, of
these, generally a single cardiovascular dependent variable is included (Mackersie et al., 2015; Mackersie & Kearney, 2017). Therefore, the picture of how the wider cardiovascular system reacts
during listening in this population is currently incomplete. In particular, the impact of observation during listening has not been
thoroughly investigated, despite being a situation that has obvious real-world applicability. To this end, this study investigated
the effects of social observation on cardiovascular measures from
hearing-impaired participants. We achieved this by adding two observers to the traditional laboratory set-up, while participants underwent a speech reception task at two intelligibility levels (corresponding to 50 and 80% correct). We measured several cardiovascular parameters, including two types of HRV (RMSSD and HFHRV), PEP, heart rate, SBP, DBP and MAP (measures summarized in
Table 1).
We based our hypotheses upon motivational intensity theory
(Brehm & Self, 1989). It was expected that at the easier intelligibility level, effort investment would be relatively low and of a similar
intensity between the alone and observed conditions. It was anticipated that, although not reaching ceiling performance levels, the
task demand would be generally within the capabilities of the participant. At the harder intelligibility level, however, we expected
that the observers’ presence would increase the participants’ desire to successfully complete the task, thereby increasing effort investment, compared to the alone condition (Brehm & Self, 1989;
Richter et al., 2016). We therefore anticipated that the general cardiovascular response, as assessed by a multivariate analysis, would
reveal an interaction between intelligibility and social state. We
also expected to demonstrate this same pattern for each of the
individual measures in subsequent univariate analyses. We deliberately selected a range of measures that would provide information about the contributions from the two branches of the ANS.
Within our list of variables, we included PEP, to measure SNS activity (Newlin & Levenson, 1979), and HRV, to measure PNS activity
(Malik et al., 1996; Shaffer & Ginsberg, 2017), as well as other variables that reﬂect contributions from both branches of the ANS. By
4
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Table 1
Summary of cardiovascular measures included in study
Measure

Abbreviation

Inﬂuenced by SNS, PNS or both

Expected effort-related change

Root mean square of successive differences
High frequency heart rate variability
Pre-ejection period
Heart rate
Systolic blood pressure
Diastolic blood pressure
Mean arterial pressure

RMSSD
HF-HRV
PEP
HR
SBP
DBP
MAP

PNS
PNS
SNS
Both
Both
Both
Both

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase

applying these, we hoped to elucidate whether the cardiovascular
response in this study was predominantly fuelled by the PNS or
SNS, or a combination of both.
Finally, we anticipated that the subjective ratings would reﬂect
a similar pattern to the cardiovascular measures. We expected participants to rate their effort investment, desire to improve the auditory situation and stress levels as highest in the observed, difﬁcult intelligibility condition. In contrast, the tendency of participants to give up was anticipated to be highest in the alone, diﬃcult intelligibility condition.

audiogram. Hearing thresholds were also required to be symmetrical, which was classiﬁed as the presence of less than 15dB difference between the left and right ears at 50 0, 10 0 0 and 20 0 0Hz,
or less than 30dB at 30 0 0, 40 0 0 and 60 0 0Hz. Mean audiometric threshold and standard deviations are plotted in Fig. 1. Group
mean four-frequency PTAs were 50.17dB HL (SD = 8.87) for the
right ear and 51.34 dB HL (SD = 8.68) for the left ear. All participants were bilateral hearing aid users with experience using Oticon hearing instruments.
In addition to hearing-related requirements, participants had to
meet certain medical criteria in order to participate. These criteria were assessed by self-reported medical history. At the time of
testing, participants reported no diagnosed psychiatric, neurological, ocular, or cardiovascular disease. A history of surgery on either
the eyes or the cardiovascular system, in particular the insertion of
a pacemaker, were strict exclusion criteria. As hypertension is relatively common in the older population, high blood pressure and
the use of anti-hypertensive medication were not exclusion criteria. The medication lists of participants were not speciﬁcally requested or recorded by the research clinician or experimenters, but
if voluntarily disclosed, this information was recorded in the study
documentation. In total, ﬁve participants reported that they were
taking antihypertensive medication and one participant disclosed
that they had type II diabetes. Ultimately, one participant taking
antihypertensive medication and the diabetic participant were removed from analysis due to data quality issues (see section 3). Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the Research Ethics
Committees of the Capital Region of Denmark.

Materials and methods
In this experiment, we aimed to determine the inﬂuence of social observation and SNR on hearing-impaired individuals during
a speech-in-noise task. To investigate this, a two by two withinsubject design was applied, including two social observation states
(either alone or in the presence of observers) and two SNRs (corresponding to approximately 50 and 80% intelligibility levels). Both
cardiovascular measures and pupil diameter were measured during the experiment. The pupillometry data are being analysed by
the second author, who will report these data in a separate publication, in accordance with requirements for his doctoral thesis.
These data will therefore not be described or presented here. Instead, this paper focuses exclusively on cardiovascular measures.
Participants
The estimated sample size for the present study was calculated
based upon reported univariate effect sizes for HRV and PEP, because multivariate effect sizes for the present experimental design
and group of measures are unknown. A listening task of varying
speaker pace (fast and slow) was demonstrated to induce changes
in HRV of an effect size (partial η2 ) of 0.29 (Mackersie & CalderonMoultrie, 2016). A similar partial η2 (0.28) was also deduced from
a previous study showing that PEP was sensitive to changes in social evaluation from between one (partial η2 = 0.22) and four individuals (partial η2 = 0.36) (Bosch et al., 2009). Our power calculation, completed in G∗ Power 3.1.9.4 software, was based upon an
estimated multivariate effect size of 0.26 (to provide a conservative
estimate), an alpha error of 0.05, power of 0.8, and a correlation
of 0.5 between repeated measures. The calculated recommended
sample size was 26 participants.
To account for possible missing data, ultimately 29 hearingimpaired participants (17 males, 12 females) were tested at Eriksholm Research Centre. They were recruited from the Eriksholm
Research Centre test person database. Inclusion criteria speciﬁed
that participants were to be native Danish speakers, aged between
40 and 80 years of age. The mean age of participants was 64.55
years (SD = 9.10, range = 47 to 76 years). Participants were required to have a sensorineural hearing loss of at least 35dB HL
four-frequency pure tone average (PTA) across 50 0, 10 0 0, 20 0 0 and
40 0 0Hz in their poorer ear, as demonstrated by their most recent

Hearing instruments
For the duration of the experiment, each participant was issued
with Oticon Opn hearing instruments programmed to their hearing thresholds using the manufacturer’s ﬁrst ﬁt. Double-layered
domes were applied for all participants, apart from one who reported uncomfortable occlusion so instead wore standard domes.
One other participant with the same complaint retained the double domes but had the overall gain of the hearing instruments
decreased slightly (2-3 dB maximum), to improve their comfort.
To ensure uniformity across participants, the hearing instrument
settings were as follows: experience level was set to “long-term”,
noise reduction was deactivated, microphones were set to omnidirectional and all buttons (i.e. program and volume controls) were
deactivated.
Procedure and apparatus
Testing was conducted in a sound treated room. Upon arrival,
participants were provided with an overview of the session structure, were checked for contraindications to testing and, if able to
continue, gave their written informed consent. After this, otoscopy
was performed, their height and weight were measured (to allow
calculation of body mass index (BMI)), and their pre-programmed
5
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Fig. 1. Average audiogram of the right and left ears of participants. The standard deviation is displayed by the shaded region. dB HL = decibel hearing loss, Hz = hertz.

standard hearing aids (see section 2.2) were inserted. Next, participants were required to complete a self-eﬃcacy questionnaire. The
details and results of this questionnaire will not be presented here
as they will be published in a separate paper.
Participants were then taken into the testing booth by the research clinician, where the electrodes and blood pressure cuff were
applied, and the pupillometer calibrated. After instruction, a training list of sentences was conducted using an adaptive procedure
aiming at 50% correct (see section 2.4.1 for details). Next, two
adaptive procedures were completed, one adjusting towards 50%
and the other towards 80% correct. The SNRs obtained by these
adaptive procedures, which will be referred to here as the diﬃcult and easy conditions respectively, were recorded, so as to be
applied during the subsequent test blocks.
The test blocks consisted of speech-in-noise tasks under two
social observation states (either alone or in the presence of observers) and at two SNRs (diﬃcult and easy). Each of the four test
blocks were preceded by a four-minute baseline video (details in
section 2.4.4) and followed by the subjective ratings (details in section 2.5). During the observed half of the test blocks, the observers
entered the test room prior to the video baseline, in order to introduce themselves to the participant. They were absent for the
baseline itself, sitting out of the view of the participant in a different room, and returned to the test room at the beginning of the
list of sentences. After they had observed the task blocks, the observers wrote some notes on paper about their observations, were
thanked and dismissed. These notes were destroyed after the test
session, due to ethical requirements.
After the participant had completed all four test blocks, the
electrodes and blood pressure cuff were removed. The participant’s
own hearing aids were returned to them. They were then seated
in the outer part of the laboratory in order to give the semistructured interview. The list of interview questions and results of
qualitative data analysis will be reported in a separate paper. At
the end of the session, the research clinician discussed travel cost
reimbursement with the participant and thanked them for their
participation. The whole test session, including a ﬁve to ten-minute

Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental test set up, demonstrating the position of the
participant (centre), 1.2 meters from the target loudspeaker (0°), the four masking
loudspeakers (90°, 150°, 210°, 270°) and the observers.

break after two HINT test blocks, lasted on average around 2.25
hours.
Speech-in-noise task
Auditory stimuli consisted of the Danish version of the Hearingin-Noise Test (HINT) (Nielsen and Dau, 2011). Target sentences
were presented from a loudspeaker placed at 0° azimuth, and fourtalker babble masking noise was provided by four additional loudspeakers, each positioned 1.2 meters from the participant at 90,
150, 210 and 270° azimuth. A schematic of the experimental set
up is shown in Fig. 2. The masking noise consisted of audio ﬁles of
individuals reading the newspaper. The clips were manipulated to
6
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have the same long-term average frequency spectrum as the target speaker. Each of the surrounding loudspeakers played a single
masker voice, of which there were two females and two males. The
positions of the masker voices were randomized across conditions.
Twenty sentences were presented in each condition of the
training list, adaptive procedures, and ﬁxed test blocks. The fourtalker babble masker preceded and followed each target sentence by three seconds. This time duration was selected as it is
thought to be the most optimal for ﬁnding the peak pupil dilation
(Winn et al., 2018). After the masker offset, the participant was
encouraged to repeat back what they heard, during an unﬁxedduration response window. Scoring was completed live during the
test session. Certain errors during sentence repetition were permitted. These included errors in verb tenses, singular vs. plural
nouns, deﬁnite vs. indeﬁnite articles (the / a), omission of single
phonemes and the addition of words or phonemes. If the correct
words were recalled in the wrong order, this was also tolerated. In
addition to live scoring, responses were also audio recorded as a
precaution.

impaired and were recruited through the Eriksholm test person
database, although the participant was not explicitly told this.
There were no speciﬁc requirements regarding the observers’ conﬁguration of hearing loss, hearing aid status, nor the gender or
age of the observers. The observer pairs could therefore be two
males, two females or one male and one female. We acknowledge
that not controlling for the speciﬁc pairings may have introduced
variability. We deliberately selected individuals who could feasibly
be “social peers” of the participant, rather than being watched by
young students, for example. Observers and participants did not
know each other before the test session. Observers were scheduled to take part in the test sessions of two different participants.
Their second session was never with the same “observation partner” as the ﬁrst session. In total, around 30 observers took part in
the experiment.
The observers were seated on chairs at 45° and 315° from the
participant, at a distance of around 1.2 meters. They were facing
inwards towards the participant and were within the peripheral
vision of the participant. The participant and the two observers
were instructed to imagine that they were socializing in a restaurant situation. The participant was told to envisage that the target sentence was being spoken by one of the observers. The observers were instructed to act in a non-threatening and pleasant
demeanour when interacting with the test participant. They were
told that their task was to judge how competent a communication
partner the participant would be in real life. The order of the alone
and observed conditions were randomized, although due to practical reasons the order was not fully equally balanced: ultimately 17
participants were tested while observed ﬁrst and 12 were tested
alone ﬁrst.

Adaptive procedures
The SNRs presented at the diﬃcult and easy task blocks were
determined using adaptive procedures for each participant. The order of the adaptive procedures was balanced across participants.
During the adaptive procedures, the target level was adjusted,
while the masking noise remained ﬁxed at 70dB SPL. Scoring was
sentence based; a correct response required all words of the sentence to be correctly repeated. To obtain the diﬃcult SNR, the following procedure was used: for the ﬁrst four sentences, the SNR
was increased by 4dB for every incorrect answer and decreased
by 4dB for every correct answer. The SNR of the ﬁfth sentence
was determined based upon whether the fourth sentence was correctly or incorrectly repeated and took into account the SNRs of
the preceding sentences. If the fourth sentence was correctly recalled, the ﬁfth sentence was presented at the average of the ﬁrst
four sentences’ SNRs and the SNR of the fourth sentence minus
4dB. Whereas, if the fourth sentence was incorrectly recalled, the
ﬁfth sentence was presented at the average of the ﬁrst four sentences’ SNRs and the SNR of the fourth sentence plus 4dB. After
this, the step size for the remaining 15 sentences was 2dB, i.e. the
SNR was increased or decreased by 2dB if a sentence was incorrectly or correctly repeated, respectively. The average SNR of sentences ﬁve to twenty was recorded (the diﬃcult SNR). The easy
SNR was estimated using the same procedure as above, however
for the ﬁrst four sentences, the SNR was increased by 6.4dB step
for incorrect sentences and decreased by 1.6dB for correct answers.
For subsequent sentences, the SNR was increased by 3.2dB for every correct answer and decreased by 0.8dB for incorrect answers.
The average SNR of sentences ﬁve to twenty was recorded as the
easy SNR. Cardiovascular data were recorded during the adaptive
procedures, but these data were not analysed.

Baseline videos
In order to allow cardiovascular change scores to be calculated,
a four-minute baseline was implemented before each task block.
During this baseline, participants watched a video on a computer
screen in front of them. They had no task during this time; they
were instructed to rest and quietly watch the screen. The videos
depicted footage shot from a drone slowly passing over parts of
Edinburgh. The clips consisted of some countryside and some citybased footage and were carefully selected to be non-emotive and
neutral in content. There were four videos, one to precede each of
the four task blocks. The order of video presentation was randomized for each participant.
Subjective ratings
After each task block, the participant was left alone in the
booth to reﬂect upon the preceding task period and complete subjective ratings. They were asked to consider the following: 1) How
much effort did it take you to understand the preceding sentences?
2) Imagine this was a real-life situation. How likely would you be
to try to do something else to improve the situation (e.g. move to
a quiet room, ask the speaker to speak louder)? 3) How likely were
you to give up and stop trying? and 4) How stressful did you perceive the task to be? The answer model for these four questions
consisted of a printed horizontal line, labelled from 0 to 10, with
1 decimal point precision. The participant was required to simply
select a point on the line that corresponded to their answer. The
extremes were labelled from “None/not at all” to “A lot” (e.g. of effort) or “Very” (e.g. stressful). The ﬁnal subjective rating consisted
of a seven-point Likert scale in answer to the question “Did you
perceive the task to be challenging or threatening?”. Participants
were required to select one of seven answer options: extremely
threatening, very threatening, slightly threatening, neutral, slightly
challenging, very challenging and extremely challenging. Results of
this scale are excluded from this paper, as participants did not fully

Task blocks
The order of presentation of the diﬃcult and easy task blocks
was balanced across participants. All 20 sentences presented during a task block were at the same SNR, and the masker signal
was always presented at 70dB SPL, regardless of the condition.
Scoring was completed based upon the number of words correctly repeated, but for the purposes of our analysis we considered sentence-based scores. Cardiovascular data from during the
task blocks were recorded and analysed.
Social observation
The participant performed the task both alone and in the presence of two other individuals. The observers were also hearing7
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understand the answer model (some selected two points on the
same scale, for example).
The rationale behind including these ﬁve subjective rating
scales will be discussed here. The ﬁrst rating scale (effort) originates from the NASA task load index (TLX) (Hart & Staveland, 1988). This item was included to be consistent with a number
of studies reporting subjective ratings of listening effort (Mackersie
& Cones, 2011; Pielage et al., 2021; Plain et al., 2020; Seeman &
Sims, 2015; Zekveld et al., 2010). However, ambiguity exists regarding whether people truly rate their effort, or instead substitute other aspects of the listening task, such as their performance
(Moore & Picou, 2018; Picou et al., 2017). For this reason, and based
upon the recommendation of Picou and Ricketts (2018), the second rating scale was included, asking people to consider their desire to change the situation. The third rating (giving up) has also
been implemented in a number of studies, with a view to learning about disengagement from the task (Picou & Ricketts, 2018;
Pielage et al., 2021; Plain et al., 2020). The stress rating was included on the premise that the social observation may elicit stress
from the participant (Hellhammer & Schubert, 2012). The ﬁnal
rating scale (challenge / threat) was inspired by Blascovich and
Tomaka’s Biopsychosocial model, which uses cardiovascular markers to differentiate between challenge and threat (Blascovich and
Tomaka, 1996).

Pre-ejection period
PEP was calculated using the method described by
Richter (2016). R peaks were detected automatically in the ECG
signal, and successful detection was conﬁrmed visually. Then, the
ICG signal was differentiated and ﬁltered (low pass Butterworth
ﬁlter, order 4, with a cut-off of 50Hz). Any cycles with artefacts
were excluded. Ensemble averages consisted of 60 seconds of data.
PEP, the period between the R-onset (ECG) and the B- point of the
ICG, was scored from the ensemble averages using the method
outlined by Sherwood et al. (1990). All data was scored by two
separate scorers. Any PEP values with an inter-scorer difference
of greater than 10 ms were reviewed and scoring errors were
corrected accordingly. Agreement between scorers was high (intraclass correlation coeﬃcient, two -way mixed, absolute agreement:
0.99). The ﬁnal PEP values consisted of the average of scorer 1 and
2’s PEP values.
In order to calculate a PEP change score for each condition, PEP
values were averaged over time for each condition. The ﬁrst ensemble average of the baseline was excluded as it was assumed
that during the ﬁrst minute, the participant may not yet have
reached a resting state. Therefore, PEP values from minutes two
to four of the baseline were averaged, to provide a single baseline
PEP value for each condition. To obtain the single task PEP values
for each condition, the ﬁrst ﬁve minutes of data were averaged. On
average, the task lasted around six minutes in total, with the shortest duration being just over ﬁve minutes. The ﬁrst ﬁve minutes of
the data were selected to ensure that all ensemble averages contained a full minute of ECG and ICG data. This was to avoid a situation as described here: for example, if a participant completed the
task a few seconds into the sixth minute, the sixth PEP ensemble
average would be calculated based upon just one or two cycles of
data, which may reﬂect artifact and need excluding. By considering
only the ﬁrst ﬁve full minutes of data we could be more convinced
of the reliability of the PEP values generated. A delta change score
was calculated for each condition by subtracting the average baseline PEP from the average task PEP.

Cardiovascular measures and data processing
Cardiovascular measurements were collected during the
speech-in-noise task using the Cardioscreen 20 0 0 system (Medis,
Ilmenau, Germany). Electrocardiography (ECG) and impedance
cardiography (ICG) were measured at a sampling frequency of
10 0 0Hz. This was achieved by placement of three disposable solid
gel electrodes: one applied to the left side of the neck (dual
sensor), one in the left mid-axillary line at the level of the xiphoid
process level (beneath the left armpit, around half-way down the
chest) and ﬁnally, one 10cm below this. The ECG and ICG were
measured throughout the speech-in-noise task. A blood pressure
cuff was applied to the participants’ right arm, over the brachial
artery and above the elbow. One blood pressure measurement was
taken during each baseline video and one during each task block.
The blood pressure was taken once in the middle of the baseline
and once in the middle of the task block, with a gap between
these measurements of approximately ﬁve minutes. Each blood
pressure cuff inﬂation lasted around 30 seconds in duration and
provided three measures of blood pressure: SBP, DBP and MAP
(units of all: millimeters of mercury; mmHg).

Heart rate and blood pressure
Heart rate was determined from the inter-beat intervals obtained while processing the heart rate variability data (section
2.6.1). Average heart rate values were calculated for each baseline
and task block. For heart rate and blood pressure, baseline values
were subtracted from task values, to produce a delta change score.
A positive score is associated with a higher heart rate and blood
pressure during the task than the baseline.
Statistical analysis

Heart rate variability: RMSSD and HF-HRV
In preparation for heart rate variability analysis, R peaks of the
ECG signal were detected using a peak detection function in MATLAB (version R2018b). The data were visually inspected to conﬁrm that peaks had been detected correctly. Any sections of data
containing excessive artifacts were excluded. The inter-beat intervals were then loaded into Kubios software (Kubios HRV Standard
3.3.1) to be processed (Tarvainen et al., 2014). Kubios’ artifact correction was set to low (threshold: 0.3). RMSSD and normalized HFHRV were extracted from Kubios for each participant. Normalised
HF-HRV consists of a ratio of the power in the high frequency
band (0.15 – 0.4Hz) in relation to that in the low frequency band
(0.05 – 0.15Hz). No manual averaging was required because Kubios produced single values representing the HRV indices across
the whole task or baseline period (minus periods of artefacts that
were removed). Delta change scores were calculated for both HRV
measures by subtracting baseline values from task values. Subsequently, RMSSD change scores were log-transformed to correct for
positive skew.

A two-way repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
used to determine the presence of main effects of social state or
intelligibility, or interaction effects on performance. A multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted including all cardiovascular variables (RMSSD, HF-HRV, PEP, heart rate, SBP, DBP and
MAP) to demonstrate whether these variables were together sensitive to the experimental manipulations. An additional multivariate
analysis was conducted for the subjective rating data. Follow up
univariate analyses were undertaken for both the cardiovascular
and subjective rating data. Finally, a supplementary correlational
analysis was undertaken to determine the relationships between
the individual cardiovascular variables.
Results
Twenty-nine participants took part in the experiment; however, some exclusions were necessary after data collection. Full
datasets from three participants were excluded due to consistent
8
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line period started (the intelligibility condition was not). Therefore,
the baseline data for each of the cardiovascular measures was assessed using a multivariate repeated measures ANOVA. No signiﬁcant overall main effects were demonstrated for social state (Wilks’
lambda = 0.81, F[7,16] = 0.54, p = 0.80, ηp² = 0.19) or intelligibility (Wilks’ lambda = 0.63, F[7,16] = 1.33, p = 0.30, ηp² = 0.37),
and no interaction (Wilks’ lambda = 0.73, F[7,16] = 0.87, p = 0.55,
ηp² = 0.28) was demonstrated.
Reactivity scores: analysis
In some studies, cardiovascular measures are corrected based
upon their relationship with BMI. For example, Richter and Gendolla (2009) and (Richter et al., 2008) applied BMI-correction to
blood pressure measures. To determine if this was necessary in
the present analysis, the relationship between the BMI and cardiovascular reactivity averages (i.e. the average across conditions) for
each cardiovascular variable (RMSSD, HF-HRV, PEP, heart rate, DBP,
SBP and MAP) was investigated using Pearson’s correlations. A similar analysis was conducted using age and the reactivity averages.
No signiﬁcant correlations were found and therefore these two features (BMI and age) were not included or corrected for in the following analysis. Correlations between the cardiovascular measures
themselves are reported in section 3.2.3 below.
Reactivity data (change scores from baseline) and standard errors for each of the cardiovascular variables are presented in
Table 2 and Fig. 4. A repeated-measures multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) was undertaken to analyse the effects of social observation state and intelligibility level on all cardiovascular reactivity data, including the RMSSD, HF-HRV, PEP, heart rate,
MAP, DBP and SBP. The multivariate analysis revealed a signiﬁcant
effect of social observation state on the cardiovascular variables
(Wilks’ lambda = 0.39, F[7,16] = 3.61, p = 0.02, ηp² = 0.61). No
signiﬁcant effect of intelligibility was found (Wilks’ lambda = 0.65,
F[7,16] = 1.25, p = 0.34, ηp² = 0.35) and no interaction was demonstrated (Wilks’ lambda = 0.71, F[7,16] = 0.96, p = 0.49, ηp² = 0.30).
Based upon the signiﬁcant effect of social observation state,
follow-up univariate analyses were conducted to determine which
of the cardiovascular measures demonstrated the effect of social
observation. To account for multiple comparisons (Bird & HadziPavlovic, 2014), p values were corrected in MATLAB using the false
discovery rate (FDR) Benjamini-Hochberg correction (Benjamini &
Hochberg, 1995; Martínez-Cagigal, 2021). The results of these analyses are presented in Table 3. As demonstrated in Fig. 4, SBP, DBP
and MAP increased in the presence of the observers. There was
no signiﬁcant effect of the social manipulation on PEP, HF-HRV,
RMSSD or heart rate.

Fig. 3. Average percentage of sentences correctly repeated at the diﬃcult and easy
conditions while alone and observed. Error bars represent the standard error of the
mean.

issues with data quality, rendering scoring of the ICG’s B-point for
PEP analysis inaccurate. Two participants had missing triggers in
one test condition each, making identiﬁcation of the baseline and
task onset impossible; these conditions were therefore excluded.
Finally, due to a testing error, one participant heard the same HINT
list twice, so the repeated condition was excluded. As such, 23 full
datasets were included in the following analyses.
Performance
To determine which ﬁxed SNRs to apply during the test conditions, participants individually underwent adaptive procedures targeting 50 and 80% correct. The average SNR at the diﬃcult, 50%
condition was 5.18dB SNR (SD = 2.09) and the average SNR at the
easy, 80% condition was 9.87dB SNR (SD = 3.00). The sentencebased performance data can be seen in Fig. 3. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a signiﬁcant effect of intelligibility on performance (percentage of sentences correctly repeated)
(F[1,22] = 185.54, p < 0.01, ηp² = 0.89), demonstrating that participants performed signiﬁcantly better in the easy condition compared to the diﬃcult condition, as expected. No effect of social
state nor interaction between intelligibility and social state were
demonstrated on performance (social state: F[1,22] = 1.00, p = 0.33,
ηp² = 0.04; interaction: F[1,22] = 0.41, p = 0.53, ηp² = 0.02).

Supplementary correlational analysis
As part of a supplementary analysis, the relationships between
the cardiovascular change scores of the different measures were investigated. The rationale behind this exploratory analysis was that
it may provide additional information to aid the interpretation of
the ANS origins of the cardiovascular response. Pearson Correlation
coeﬃcients are presented in Tables 4. At the bottom of Table 4,
average correlation coeﬃcients are presented. These were calculated by ﬁrst performing Fisher’s r-to-z transforms on the individual correlation coeﬃcients, then averaging across condition, before ﬁnally reverse transforming. Average correlation coeﬃcients
between variables ranged from very weak (for example, between
PEP and RMSSD, r = -0.04) to strong relationships (for example,
between DBP and MAP, r = 0.82) (Evans, 1996). Variables demonstrating average correlation coeﬃcients greater than 0.5 are presented in scatter plots. Fig. 5 and 6 reveal the strong relationships
between the blood pressure measures and PEP.
Three interesting observations from these correlation coeﬃcients will be highlighted here. Firstly, the correlations between

Cardiovascular data
Baseline measures: multivariate analysis
Group averaged baseline values and standard deviations for
each of the cardiovascular variables were as follows: RMSSD, 3.77
(0.70) log milliseconds; HF-HRV, 50.22 (20.37) normalised units;
PEP, 102.77 (15.94) milliseconds; heart rate, 63.26 (9.75) beats per
minute; SBP, 139.05 (15.78) mmHg; DBP, 82.13 (10.44) mmHg;
and MAP, 95.28 (10.98) mmHg. Analysis of baseline data is commonly reported in the psychophysiology literature (Richter et al.,
2008; Richter & Gendolla, 2009). For the purposes of this study
design, analysis of the baseline data was conducted to determine
the presence of any effect of the experimental manipulations on
the baseline periods. This was warranted because the upcoming
social condition was known to the participant before the base9
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Fig. 4. Average change scores of the cardiovascular measures. The leftward panel demonstrates changes in blood pressure (upper, SBP, middle, DBP and lower, MAP). The
middle panel demonstrates changes in heart rate (upper) and PEP (lower). The rightward panel demonstrates changes in heart rate variability (upper, RMSSD and lower, HFHRV). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. SBP = systolic blood pressure, DBP = diastolic blood pressure, MAP = mean arterial pressure, mmHg = millimeters
of mercury, bpm = beats per minute, PEP = pre-ejection period, ms = milliseconds, RMSSD = root mean square of successive differences, HF-HRV = high-frequency heart
rate variability, n.u. = normalised units.

Fig. 5. Scatter plot demonstrating the relationship between MAP, SBP and DBP change scores. Lines represent lines of best ﬁt. Pearson correlation coeﬃcients are presented
in the bottom righthand corner of each panel (grey text – SBP and blue text – DBP). MAP = mean aterial pressure, SBP = systolic blood pressure, DBP = diastolic blood
pressure, mmHg = millimeters of mercury.
10
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Table 2
Means (and SEMs) of cardiovascular change scores
Social observation condition
Alone

Observed

Intelligibility condition

Diﬃcult

Easy

Diﬃcult

Easy

RMSSD (log ms)
HF-HRV (n.u.)
PEP (ms)
HR (bpm)
SBP (mmHg)
DBP (mmHg)
MAP (mmHg)

0.07 (0.09)
-4.99 (3.18)
-0.46 (0.70)
1.09 (0.45)
3.91 (1.38)
2.35 (1.26)
3.04 (1.21)

-0.08 (0.09)
-11.86 (3.26)
-0.19 (0.95)
0.97 (0.42)
2.35 (1.86)
2.09 (1.03)
1.87 (1.17)

-0.18 (0.07)
-9.45 (3.92)
-1.01 (0.95)
1.64 (0.56)
7.61 (1.66)
5.09 (1.09)
6.70 (1.06)

-0.24 (0.08)
-8.48 (4.06)
-0.94 (1.36)
1.69 (0.68)
4.74 (1.98)
4.70 (1.47)
4.17 (1.38)

n = 23; change scores calculated by subtracting baseline value from task value. ms = milliseconds, n.u. = normalized units, bpm = beats per minute, mmHg = millimeters of mercury.

Fig. 6. Scatter plot demonstrating the relationship between PEP and the blood pressure measures’ change scores. Lines represent lines of best ﬁt. Pearson correlation
coeﬃcients are presented in the top righthand corner of each panel (black text – MAP, grey text – SBP and blue text – DBP). PEP = pre-ejection period, MAP = mean aterial
pressure, SBP = systolic blood pressure, DBP = diastolic blood pressure, ms = milliseconds, mmHg = millimeters of mercury.

Table 3
Results of univariate tests on cardiovascular variables
Effect tested
Social

Measure
RMSSD
HF HRV
PEP
HR
SBP
DBP
MAP

F

[1, 22]

5.34
0.03
0.88
1.53
6.70
10.00
14.08

p value
∗

.054
.88
.42
.32
.04
.02
<.01

to represent PNS activity (Kleiger et al., 1991). As a further exploration, additional correlations were run between RMSSD and HFHRV during the baseline periods. The correlations between these
two HRV indices during the baseline were higher, ranging from
0.38 for the baseline preceding the diﬃcult observed condition to
0.55 for the baseline preceding the diﬃcult alone condition (average across all four baselines = 0.47). Secondly, the blood pressure
measures only correlated with a measure of PNS activity, RMSSD
in a single condition (easy alone condition, correlation coeﬃcients
ranging from 0.32 to 0.42). Otherwise, the relationships between
HRV and blood pressure measures were weak. Finally, the correlations between PEP, our measure of cardiac SNS activity, and the
blood pressure measures were moderate in all conditions (average
correlation coeﬃcients ranging from -0.49 to -0.51). These observations, as explored further in the discussion section (section 4.3),
increased our uncertainty when interpreting the ANS origins of the
cardiovascular response demonstrated in this study.

Partial η²
.20
<.01
.04
.07
.23
.31
.39

Corrected p values presented. Those demonstrating signiﬁcance
(<0.05) are presented in bold. ∗ p value presented to three decimal
places due to the proximity to 0.05.

the two HRV measures themselves were weak (average correlation coeﬃcient = 0.10). This result was unexpected because RMSSD
and HF-HRV are generally highly correlated and are both thought
11
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Table 4
Pearson correlation coeﬃcients for the association of cardiovascular variables
Alone diﬃcult
RMSSD
HF HRV
PEP
HR
SBP
DBP
MAP

RMSSD
-

HF HRV
.33
-

PEP
-.16
-.08
-

HR
.26
-.07
-.16
-

SBP
-.06
-.02
-.40
.40
-

DBP
-.18
.15
-.38
.38
.57
-

MAP
-.04
.21
-.57
.25
.82
.69
-

Alone easy
RMSSD
HF HRV
PEP
HR
SBP
DBP
MAP

RMSSD
-

HF HRV
-.06
-

PEP
-.27
-.43
-

HR
-.02
-.26
.19
-

SBP
.37
.09
-.48
-.12
-

DBP
.42
.10
-.41
-.04
.57
-

MAP
.32
.18
-.55
.05
.77
.84
-

Observed diﬃcult
RMSSD
HF HRV
PEP
HR
SBP
DBP
MAP

RMSSD
-

HF HRV
.06
-

PEP
.16
-.27
-

HR
.01
.19
-.42
-

SBP
-.06
.02
-.53
.44
-

DBP
-.21
.18
-.59
.21
.68
-

MAP
-.02
.26
-.46
.21
.86
.82
-

Observed easy
RMSSD
HF HRV
PEP
HR
SBP
DBP
MAP
Average correlation coeﬃcients
RMSSD
HF HRV
PEP
HR
SBP
DBP
MAP

RMSSD

HF HRV
-0.10

PEP
0.12
-0.27

HR
0.12
-0.18
-0.32

SBP
-0.05
0.10
-0.19
0.35

DBP
0.14
-0.08
-0.31
0.60
0.48

RMSSD
-

HF HRV
0.06
-

PEP
-0.04
-0.27
-

HR
0.10
-0.08
-0.19
-

SBP
0.06
0.05
-0.41
0.28
-

DBP
0.05
0.09
-0.43
0.31
0.58
-

MAP
0.09
0.10
-0.48
0.59
0.74
0.88
MAP
0.09
0.19
-0.52
0.29
0.80
0.82
-

Values higher than 0.3 are presented in bold
Table 5
Means (and SEMs) of subjective rating scales
Social observation condition
Alone

Observed

Intelligibility condition

Diﬃcult

Easy

Effort
Preference for change
Giving up
Stress

6.60
7.45
3.90
5.01

4.60
5.42
2.13
3.39

(0.38)
(0.49)
(0.54)
(0.47)

(0.46)
(0.58)
(0.33)
(0.41)

Diﬃcult

Easy

6.67
7.32
4.07
5.59

4.42
5.09
1.81
3.50

(0.33)
(0.40)
(0.56)
(0.48)

(0.40)
(0.65)
(0.33)
(0.41)

Table 6
Results of univariate tests on subjective ratings

Subjective ratings
Means and standard errors for subjectively rated effort, preference to improve the scenario, tendency to give up and stress can
be found in Table 5. The multivariate analysis revealed a signiﬁcant effect of intelligibility on the subjective rating scales (Wilks’
lambda = 0.28, F[4,18] = 11.43, p = <0.01, ηp² = 0.72), such that
at the diﬃcult condition, the subjective ratings increased compared to at the easy condition. No signiﬁcant effect of social state
on the subjective rating scales was found (Wilks’ lambda = 0.87,
F[4,18] = 0.65, p = 0.63, ηp² = 0.13) and no interaction effect
was demonstrated (Wilks’ lambda = 0.95, F[4,18] = 0.22, p = 0.93,
ηp² = 0.05). Results of follow up univariate analyses conducted
on the subjective rating data can be seen in Table 6. p values were corrected to account for multiple comparisons using
the Benjamini-Hochberg correction (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995;

Effect

Subjective rating scale

F

Intelligibility

Effort
Preference for change
Giving up
Stress

25.78
31.01
17.26
37.01

[1,21]

∗

p value

Partial η²

<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01

.55
.60
.45
.64

Corrected p values presented. Those demonstrating signiﬁcance (<0.05) are presented in bold. Degrees of freedom are 21 for all as one participant missed a question.

Martínez-Cagigal, 2021). For each of the subjective rating scales a
signiﬁcant effect of intelligibility was demonstrated (p < 0.01). This
revealed that at the diﬃcult intelligibility condition, participants
rated their effort, preference to improve the scenario, tendency to
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give up and their stress level to be higher compared to the easy
condition.

subjective ratings of effort, which showed no effect of observation.
Other interpretations may therefore be warranted.
Beyond increased effort investment, another construct reported to elicit changes in blood pressure is task engagement
(Fairclough et al., 2009). Task engagement is a broad, multidimensional concept, encompassing effort investment, motivation and affective changes (Fairclough et al., 2009). In one experiment, participants undertook a working memory task, while SBP was measured.
Participants received pre-arranged feedback on their performance:
a positive feedback group was shown that their performance improved over time, whereas a negative feedback group was shown
the opposite. The participants who received positive feedback exhibited an increased SBP compared to those who received negative feedback. The authors interpreted this to be a result of increased task engagement (Fairclough et al., 2009). Unfortunately,
in our study, as the observers were absent during the baseline
periods, it is not possible to determine whether the observationbased changes were speciﬁc to the task, and thus the level of task
engagement, or simply associated with the observers’ presence in
the room. Interestingly, our participant subjective rating of “giving
up”, which might be considered the inverse of task engagement,
did not reveal any effect of social condition. Outside of the context of task engagement, changes in affect have also been related
to cardiovascular reactivity (including blood pressure) (Maier et al.,
2003; Neumann & Waldstein, 2001), however these are beyond the
scope of the current discussion.
Instead of attributing the present ﬁndings to changes in effort investment or task engagement, the demonstrated increase in
blood pressure during observation could be solely due to an increase in general physiological stress associated with the presence
of, and potential evaluation from, others (Baron, 1986; Maier et al.,
2003; Woody et al., 2018). Such a response to the presence of the
observers could occur irrespective of the nature of the current (listening) task. Similar ﬁndings to ours were demonstrated in a study
by Woody et al., (2018), where participants performed a speech either in the presence of a two-member audience (social-evaluative
threat condition) or to a video camera (non-social-evaluative condition). In addition to the social manipulation, cognitive load was
manipulated (load or non-load conditions). Heart rate and blood
pressure increased in response to the social-evaluative threat manipulation, but no impact of cognitive load (task demand) was
demonstrated. The authors interpreted this to reﬂect a socialevaluative threat response to the audience as stressors.
In the present study, had the changes in blood pressure while
observed been related to social-evaluative threat, one might expect this to be reﬂected in the subjective stress rating, which it
was not. Previous work has demonstrated a relationship between
a task involving the presence of an audience, physiological markers of stress and subjective report. For instance, Hellhammer and
Schubert’s (2012) participants performed the Trier Social Stress
Test, which involves giving an interview and performing a mental
arithmetic task aloud in front of a panel of judges. Before, during
and after the test, participants rated their stress perception, anxiety, and emotional insecurity on a visual analogue scale. All three
subjective ratings were signiﬁcantly increased during and after the
task compared to baseline, showing that participants were more
stressed, anxious, and emotionally insecure. In addition, the subjective stress ratings taken during the task were able to predict
heart rate parameters. It is possible that the Trier Social Stress Test
elicits more stress than our test paradigm, explaining the difference in our results.
In light of the above discussion, we believe that the most plausible explanation is that the presence of observers resulted in increased stress associated with potential evaluation. Though this
was not supported by an observation effect on the subjective rating scales (one of which referred speciﬁcally to stress), we sus-

Discussion
The main aim of this study was to assess the effects of social observation and intelligibility on hearing-impaired individuals’
listening effort investment during a speech reception task. To index effort, we implemented subjective rating scales (self-perceived
effort investment, preference to improve the listening situation,
stress and tendency to give up), in addition to a range of cardiovascular measures including two HRV parameters (RMSSD and HFHRV), PEP, heart rate and three blood pressure measures (SBP, DBP
and MAP). We anticipated that the combination of these physiological measures would provide a comprehensive picture of the cardiovascular response associated with listening effort. More specifically, in keeping with motivational intensity theory (Brehm &
Self, 1989), we expected that effort (as shown by the subjective
ratings and cardiovascular reactivity) would vary as a function of
both intelligibility (task demand) and social observation state (success importance). We hypothesized that there would be no strong
impact of social observation state on effort in the easy condition,
but at the diﬃcult condition we expected observation to result in
an increase of effort investment.
Contrary to our expectations, the most prominent ﬁnding of
this study was that observation during a speech-in-noise task resulted in an increase in general cardiovascular reactivity, regardless
of the diﬃculty of the task. These observation-related changes in
cardiovascular reactivity, driven by increased blood pressure, were
not accompanied by signiﬁcant changes in the participants’ subjective ratings. Instead, participants’ subjective ratings demonstrated
a signiﬁcant effect of intelligibility only; an effect that was missing in the cardiovascular data. Indeed, disparities between physiological measures, speech recognition performance and subjective
ratings are not uncommon in the ﬁeld (McGarrigle et al., 2014;
Strand et al., 2018; Zekveld et al., 2010; Zekveld et al., 2011). Several authors have highlighted the need to include multiple different measures of listening effort, as it is likely that different measures reﬂect different aspects of listening effort (Alhanbali et al.,
2019; Francis & Love, 2020; Strand et al., 2021). Below we will
discuss the potential mechanisms and constructs demonstrated by
our ﬁndings.
Social observation
Our results demonstrated that social observation during a listening task resulted in an increase in blood pressure. This may
reﬂect increased effort investment related to heightened success
importance (Gendolla & Richter, 2006). The presence of the observers may have motivated the participants to succeed at the task,
thus prompting them (the participants) to invest more effort than
when they were alone. Although an intelligibility-moderated relationship was anticipated, it is possible that the participants were
preoccupied by the presence of the observers and therefore less
sensitive to changes in intelligibility (Richter, 2010). This is supported by a study which demonstrated that the context of a memory or visual scanning task impacted whether participants’ PEP
reactivity scores were sensitive to task demand or reward level
(Richter, 2010). Participants who were questioned before the task
about reward were sensitive to the reward manipulation, whereas
those who were asked questions about task demand were sensitive
to the task demand manipulation. In the context of our study, participants may have been focused on the observation aspect of the
experiment and less on the intelligibility manipulation, resulting in
an increased effort investment when observed, regardless of intelligibility level. This explanation, however, is not supported by the
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pect that when selecting their subjective ratings, the participants
considered only the listening task rather than the whole situation,
omitting contextual factors such as the observers’ presence. The
subjective rating scales also speciﬁcally referred to speech understanding and the listening task. Interestingly, a similar result (subjective ratings showing an effect of intelligibility not co-presence)
was demonstrated in another study that introduced a second participant to a listening task (Pielage et al., 2021). The authors attributed this ﬁnding to inherent weaknesses of the subjective rating scales employed. Some authors have hypothesised that instead
of rating their effort, participants substitute different constructs
that are easier to assess, such as performance or task diﬃculty
(Moore & Picou, 2018; Picou et al., 2017; Picou & Ricketts, 2018).
Future work of this type may beneﬁt from providing participants
with more explicit instructions when completing the subjective
rating scales about considering the whole situation, not only the
listening-related aspects. Future work may also beneﬁt from revising the challenge and threat subjective rating that was implemented in this study. Critique of this model often rejects the view
that challenge and threat are opposing constructs on a unidimensional continuum (Uphill et al., 2019). The diﬃculty experienced by
our participants in understanding this rating scale adds weight to
this criticism.
Stress whilst performing a task under observation has been
shown to result in both an increase in SNS activity (measured
by PEP) and a decrease in PNS activity (measured by HRV)
(Bosch et al., 2009; Weissman & Mendes, 2021). The lack of a sensitive response to observation in both our SNS (PEP) and PNS (HRV)
measures was surprising as other studies have demonstrated an effect on these measures of including even a single audience member (Bosch et al., 2009). However, this disparity in results may be
attributed to the notable difference between the studies in terms
of the participant demographics and study designs. Weissman and
Mendes (2021) and Bosch et al., (2009) included young participants, presumably with normal-hearing, whereas our participants
were older, hearing-impaired individuals. There is some evidence
to suggest that the magnitude of PEP reactivity decreases with age,
and speciﬁcally in participants with heart disease (Bertel et al.,
1980; Gurel et al., 2019). Though we believed our participants
were free of cardiovascular disease, it is possible that some had
undetected or undiagnosed conditions (Tan et al., 2018). Interestingly, a signiﬁcant effect of social condition was also absent in a
similar study involving hearing-impaired individuals and RMSSD
(Mackersie & Kearney, 2017).

demand levels may have allowed us to detect an effect of intelligibility with greater sensitivity. This point is perhaps even more
salient because we included hearing-impaired participants in our
study. It is likely that in this population, physiological differences
between the easy and diﬃcult listening conditions were not substantial. Indeed, previous work measuring pupil dilation has shown
that hearing-impaired participants have a similar peak pupil dilation (indicative of effort), across a wide range of SNRs, whereas
listeners with normal hearing show a reduced peak pupil dilation
at higher compared to lower SNRs (Ohlenforst et al., 2017). This is
probably due to a compensatory effort investment required to perform even an easy task with a hearing impairment (Hockey, 1997).
Another explanation for the differing results between our study
and others that implemented cardiovascular measures during listening tasks may be the type of masking noise presented during
the task. For instance, the present study applied a four-talker babble masker, whereas Plain et al., (2020) applied a single-interfering
talker masker. Single-talker maskers have a higher informational
masking component than other types of masker (Brungart, 2001).
It is possible that PEP is more sensitive to single-talker masker for
this reason.
Interpreting the ANS origins of these ﬁndings
The ANS origins of the cardiovascular responses detected in the
present study are not clear cut. The signiﬁcant multivariate effect
of observation was driven by the blood pressure measures, changes
which result from contributions of both the SNS and PNS. We included two measures of cardiac PNS activity: RMSSD and HF-HRV,
neither of which correlated with the blood pressure measures, nor
revealed any signiﬁcant changes related to the experimental manipulations. More importantly, these two measures were poorly
correlated to one another, despite both being measures of PNS activity (Kleiger et al., 1991). RMSSD and HF-HRV have been shown
to be highly correlated, yet the relationship between these measures was weak in the present study (see Table 4). The discrepancy between these measures may be in part due to respiration
rate, which was not monitored during the experiment. It is possible that participants’ breathing was not conﬁned purely to the 0.15
– 0.4Hz frequency band during the speech reception task, which
may have added noise to the HF-HRV measure. Previous work has
demonstrated that HF-HRV is susceptible to the effects of respiration whereas RMSSD is not (Penttilä et al., 2001). This might
explain the lack of correlation between these two indices. A task
related interference in the measures is supported by the stronger
correlation found between the two indices during the baseline,
when the participant was not required to speak.
Interestingly though, the blood pressure measurements were
highly correlated with the SNS-measure, PEP (Table 4). Although
PEP itself did not demonstrate a signiﬁcant effect of either experimental manipulation, the correlational analysis clearly demonstrates a strong relationship between PEP and the blood pressure
measures (see Fig. 6), which were sensitive to observation. This
may suggest that the demonstrated changes in blood pressure are
a result of SNS activity, rather than PNS activity. Based upon the
above reasoning, there is some evidence to suggest that SNS activation may have contributed to the cardiovascular response demonstrated in the present study. Without a main effect in PEP, RMSSD
or HF-HRV, we are not able to conclusively determine from this
dataset which branch of the ANS dominated during the experiment.

Intelligibility
We can be conﬁdent that our manipulation of intelligibility
was successful by inspecting the performance data and subjective
ratings. Subjective ratings were sensitive to intelligibility, demonstrating that at the more diﬃcult intelligibility condition, participants rated their effort, stress, preference to improve audibility
and tendency to give up as higher, compared to at the easier condition. Similar ﬁndings have been demonstrated in other studies
(Mackersie & Cones, 2011; Moore & Picou, 2018; Pielage et al.,
2021; Plain et al., 2020; Zekveld et al., 2010).
A plausible explanation for the lack of an overall effect of intelligibility on the cardiovascular data may relate to the speciﬁc
intelligibility conditions presented in the present study. Previous
work has implemented four or more SNRs (with different auditory material and maskers), spanning a wider range of the psychometric curve (Mackersie et al., 2015; Plain et al., 2020; Seeman
& Sims, 2015). Whereas the present study applied two individually
adapted SNRs targeting relatively close performance levels, situated
at the middle to the right-hand side of the psychometric function
(50 and 80% correct). A broader range of more distinct listening

Limitations of the work and future directions
Several limitations existed in the present work. Firstly, due
to unexpected issues with cardiovascular data quality in our test
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population, the study included three fewer participants than the
26 recommended by our power calculation. We do not anticipate
that this has had a large impact on the presented results because
our power calculation was deliberately conservative in nature. The
power calculation was conducted based upon detecting a multivariate effect. It is possible that for some variables, such as PEP,
HF-HRV, RMSSD and heart rate, the univariate analyses may have
been under-powered and comprising of too much noise to detect
an effect at a signiﬁcant level.
As discussed above in section 4.1, another methodological limitation was the timing of the presence of the observers. We acknowledge that this limits the ability to interpret the physiological
changes presented here as representing a task related construct.
We instead interpret our ﬁndings as physiological stress associated
with potential evaluation from the observers, irrespective of the
task. Future work would beneﬁt from the addition of a baseline
that has observers present and an alternative, non-auditory task,
such that a distinction might be made between a purely observation effect and a task-related observation effect.
Finally, the balancing of the order of conditions across participants was not equal. 17 participants began with the observed conditions followed by the alone conditions, whereas 12 participants
began with the alone conditions followed by the observed conditions. Imperfect balancing may have inadvertently biased the results towards a social observation effect.
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